Threat Context threat intelligence teams with continuously updated and intuitive information around threat actors, campaigns, IOCs, attack patterns, tools, signatures, CVEs, and more.

Using Outpost24’s ever-expanding database of 180+ million items, the easy-to-use module offers pivoting capabilities, so analysts can rapidly gather enriched, contextualized information to enhance cybersecurity processes before, during and after an attack.

What business benefits does it deliver?

1. Improves team productivity using verified information delivered by our proprietary automated engine and human intelligence

2. Reduces information overload and shortens incident response times, empowering your security team with powerful threat management detail

3. Prepares and protects your perimeter against malicious actors before they strike, with specific detail around campaigns and attack vectors based on trends and factual threat information

What does it do?

1. Facilitates analysis of actors and campaigns affecting your organization or sector

2. Helps red teams execute highly realistic attack simulations

3. Speeds up triage processes and incident response using qualified information to help orchestration systems prioritize relevant IOCs and detail required for forensics

4. Achieves effective Vulnerability Management with contextual Threat Intelligence and scoring for CVE

Contact info@outpost24.com for a demonstration.

About Outpost24

The Outpost24 group helps organizations limit their digital exposure with a complete range of cyber risk management solutions. Outpost24’s cloud platform unifies asset inventory, automates security assessments, and quantifies risk in business context. Executives and security teams around the world trust Outpost24 to prioritize the most important security issues across their entire IT infrastructure for accelerated risk reduction. Founded in 2001, Outpost24 is headquartered in Sweden, with additional offices in the US, the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, France, and Spain.